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In this paper we introduce a new comparison method to give rough
asymptotic estimates of di®erent evolutional dynamics. It uses a kind
of scale transform called tropical geometry, which connects automata
with real rational dynamics. By this procedure the de¯ning equations
are transformed rather than solutions themselves. Real rational dy-
namics is regarded as an approximation of evolutional dynamics given
by partial di®erential equations. Two di®erent evolutional dynamics
can be considered when their de¯ning equations are transformed to
the same automata at in¯nity.
1 Introduction
1.A Asymptotic comparison between solutions to di®erent PDEs:
Scaling limits connect several dynamics whose features are often very di®er-
ent mutually. One of particular properties of scaling limits is that in many
cases such associations are not injective. When two dynamical systems cor-
respond to the same one by such scaling limits, then one might say that these
two dynamics behave by the same way at in¯nity, and so expect that they
will hold some common structural similarity.
Motivated by such aspects, in this paper we study large scale analytic
properties of solutions to evolutional di®erential equations by use of a par-
ticular type of scaling limit. It consists of two steps, where one is to associate
discrete dynamics given by real rational functions from di®erential equations,
and the second is automata given by (max;+)-functions from the rational
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dynamics, which appears in tropical geometry. Combination of these two
steps gives a process of association of automata from PDE. As above one of
the important observations for the process is that it is not one to one, and so
di®erent di®erential equations can correspond to the same dynamics by au-
tomata. The situation can be interpreted that large (also very small) valued
solutions to these PDEs admit mutual analytic relations in some sense, which
we would expect to lead us to large scale analysis of structure for classes of
di®erential equations.
In this paper we introduce a new method for study of solutions of non lin-
ear partial di®erential equations. Our main interest here is to obtain relative
estimates of asymptotic growth of solutions to di®erent PDEs with respect
to higher derivatives and initial conditions.
For T0 2 (0;1], let u : (0;1) £ [0; T0) ! (0;1) be a function of class





@1 : : : @®+1
jjC0((0;1)£[0;T0))g:
Let c = inf(x;s)2(0;1)£[0;T0) u(x; s) ¸ 0 be the in¯mum of u. Suppose
u(x; s) ¸ c > 0 is positive. Then we introduce the higher derivative rates by:
K(u) ´ jjujj®+1
c
and call them the derivative rates of order ®+1. Notice that even when c is
su±ciently large, still K can be small when functions u are `near' polynomial
of order less than ®.
Let u; v : (0;1) £ [0; T0) ! (0;1) be two functions of class C®+1. For
small ² > 0, we introduce the initial rates:






Our method provides with asymptotic relative growth very explicitly
for solutions to di®erent di®erential equations, with respect to their higher
derivative rates and initial rates. Let us consider two di®erential equations of
order at most ®, P (u; ux; us; u2x; uxs; : : : ) = 0 and Q(v; vx; vs; v2x; vxs; : : : ) =
0, and take positive solutions u; v : (0;1) £ [0; T0) ! (0;1) of class C®+1.
When both P and Q are `induced from the same automaton '' which we
clarify below, then we verify that there exist constants C = C(y; r;K) which
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depend only on the `rough structure' of the di®erential equations P and Q,







· C(x+ ks; r;K)
when their higher derivative rates and intial rates satisfy boundsK(u); K(v) ·
K and [u : v](L+1)(2CK)¡1 · r respectively. Here k, L = max(l; d) and C are
explicit constants which arise from scaling limits of these PDE as below.
Let us pick up the required information to determine the constants C(y; r;K).
Our basic process is to extract very rough framework of structures of PDE.
They are given by n variable rational dynamics of the form:
zt+1N+1 = f(z
t+1




N¡l1 ; : : : ; z
t
N+k1
; : : : ; zt¡dN+kd+1)
and scaling parameters ztN = ²
mu(x; s) and (N; t) = (²¡px; ²¡qs).
Once such reductions are given, then automata ' are canonically associ-
ated, and at this stage, one has chosen several numbers L = max(l; d); k; n,
D = max(p; q) and C, where l = max(l0; : : : ; ld+1), k = max(k1; : : : ; kd+1),
and C are the coe±cients of ®+1 derivatives in the Taylor expansions, called
error constants (3:B:2:2). Relative (max;+)-functions ' are piecewise linear
and they are Lipschitz. So one obtains particular two data M and c, where
M is the number of the components (1:B) and c is the Lipschitz constants
both for '. In total at the level of de¯ning equations of dynamics, induction
of rational functions and scaling parameters determine the above seven data.
In section 4 we see that these constants are explicitly calculated or estimated
in concrete cases.
On the other hand individual solutions give the constants [u : v]² and
K, Now C(y; r;K) are in fact given quite explicitly as below. The above
numbers are all the data which we need for the above asymptotic estimates
among applicable pairs of PDEs.
As a general procedure, the rational dynamics with the scaling parameters
above give pairs of partial di®erential equations F(²; u; ux; : : : ) = 0 as the
leading terms, and the error terms F1(²; u; ux; : : : ) = 0 by use of Taylor
expansions (1:C).
Let us state our main theorem. The following comparison method dis-
covers very rough structural similarity among di®erent partial di®erential
equations:
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Theorem 1.1. Let f and g be both relatively elementary and increasing
functions of n variables, which are mutually tropically equivalent. Let F and
G be their leading terms of order at most ® ¸ 0, and take positive C®+1
solutions u; v : (0;1)£ [0; T0)! (0;1) with:
F(²; u; ux; us; : : : ; u®x; u®s) = 0; G(²; v; vx; vs; : : : ; v®x; v®s) = 0:
Assume both u and v are ²0 controlled bounded by C. Then for any
0 < ² · min( 1
2C




)§1 · (2M)8 c
²¡D(x+ks)+1¡1




From this we will induce various estimates in concrete examples with
respect to their higher derivative rates below. We notice that as a general
principle, double exponential growth are optimal in our setting (remark (2)
in 2:C).
Now what are the rest is to ¯nd suitable pairs of PDEs which arise from
the same automata, or in other words, to ¯nd suitable rational functions
which produce the desired PDEs. This is the key step for our general ma-
chinery of discritization of PDE.
Let us see explicit estimates for concrete cases. Here we treat two equa-
tions, one is quasi linear equations of order 1, and the other is di®usion
equations of order 2. The proofs contain two fundamental techniques, where
one is cancellation, and the other is linear deformation both for rational func-
tions. They are obtained by combinations of results in section 4 with lemma
3:3.
Firstly let us consider the quasi linear equations, and choose the uniform











We put the second derivative rates K(u) = jjujj2
inf(x;s)2(0;1)£[0;T0) u(x;s)
.
Let us ¯x any positive constant K0 > 0.
Theorem 1.2. For any 0 < ² · 0:1K¡10 , let v; u : (0;1)£ [0; T0)! (0;1)
be C2 solutions to the quasi linear equations:
vs + ²vvx ¡ 1
2
v2 = 0; 2us + ²u(us + ux) = 0:
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Suppose their second derivative rates are bounded by K0 ¸ K(u); K(v).




)§1 · 402²¡1(x+2s)+4([u : v]2²)2²
¡1(x+2s)+3
:





· v(x; s) · R(40)2²¡1(x+2s)+4([v : R]2²)2²
¡1(x+2s)+3
: (2)
Next we treat di®usion equations. Let F be an elementary and increasing
function. Here we consider the di®usion equations of the type:
us = u2x + F (u):
There has been various studies for such type of di®usion equations, in
relation with blowing up of solutions. We point out two known results.
(1) Let F (u) = ul for l = 1; 2; : : : If l = 2, then any positive solutions to
the equation blow up at ¯nite time. For l ¸ 4, it has global positive solutions
for small initial values ([F]). The number 3 is called the Fujita index (for one
dimensional case).
(2) For all l, if the initial functions take su±ciently large values, then
such solutions blow up at ¯ntie time ([LN]).
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Then we put the third derivative rates K(u) ´ jjujj3
inf(x;s)2(0;1)£[0;T0) u(x;s)
.
Firstly let us compare linear di®usion equations with advection-di®usion
equations of variable exchange. For the linear case, the corresponding Lips-
chitz constant is equal to one, and one obtains the exponential asymptotics:
Proposition 1.3. Let us ¯x K0 > 0, and choose any 0 < ² · (200K0)¡1.















Suppose the third derivative rates satisfy the bounds K(u); K(v) · K0. Then





)§1 · 1048(²¡2(x+4s)+1)[u : v]5²:
This is obtained by applying tropical linear deformation of rational func-
tions. Such method is also applied for non linear case as below.
For 1 < a 2 Q, let us consider the di®usion equations of the form:
us = u2x + u
a:






ca¡1(a¡1) . Both v and its third derivative are increasing functions.
Thus for any 0 < s0 < S0 and ® = (a¡ 1)¡1, the third derivative rate K(s0)






(Remark in 4:B:3). Conversely for any K(0) · K0 < 1, there are unique
s0 < S0 so that the equalities K0 = K(s0) hold.
Theorem 1.4. Let us ¯x any K0 = K(s0). For any 1 < a 2 Q and T0 · s0,
let u : (0;1)£ [0; T0)! (0;1) be C3 solutions to the di®usion equations:
us ¡ u2x = ua:
Suppose their third derivative rates are bounded by K0. Then for any










Next we treat di®usion equations of the form:
us ¡ u2x ¡ ua ¡ ±ub = 0; (1 < a < b; 0 < ± << 1)
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where we consider the equations of the types:
(a; b) = (2; 3); (1 + ®¡1; 1 + 2®¡1); (3; 5)
and 0:5 < ® < 1 are any rational numbers. Both the right and left hand
side terms touch the Fujita index (= 3), and the middle terms cross it. For
example it contains the case (a; b) = (2:5; 4).

















For any positive rational numbers ¹ = p
q
2 Q>0, where p; q 2 N are relatively
prime, we put c¹ ´ pq 2 Z>0.




Let us ¯x any K0 = K(s0) ¸ K(0).
Theorem 1.5. For any 0 < T0 · s0 and any 0 < ² · (200K0)¡1, let
u : (0;1)£ [0; T0)! (0;1) be C3 solutions to the the di®usion equations:
us ¡ u2x = ua + ±ub:








b¡1 ([u : v]5²)
b²
¡2(2x+4s)+4
where M¹ = max(2£ 103c2¹; 3£ 104).
These results come from a general procedure of comparison method which
we will describe below. Our task is to seek for discrete dynamics which induce
desired PDE, but such dynamics are not unique. The analytic conditions
in these results are heavily depend on choices of such discrete dynamics.
Particularly of interest for us is to obtain such estimates by use of ® + 1
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derivatives for larger ®. If one can ¯nd more suitable discrete dynamics,
then one will obtain better asymptotic estimates of solutions.
On the other hand in [KT] we have constructed some examples of pairs of
PDEs whose particular solutions do not have such uniform bounds mutually,
and so which do not arise from the above procedure. Thus our relations on
the uniform bounds for solutions are non trivial among the set of PDEs of 2
variables.
1.A.2 Uniform bounds of higher derivative rates: Functions we
consider here are assumed to satisfy uniform boundedness of higher deriva-
tives rates. Functions `close' to polynomials will be particular cases.
It follows from the next lemma that there are pairs of C®+1 functions
which admit uniformly bounded derivative rates of order ® + 1, and still
break these double exponential estimates on any large bounded domains:
Lemma 1.6. Let us take any ® ¸ 1 and any large C0 >> 0. Then there are
constants c®+1 independent of C0, and pairs of C
®+1[0; 2) functions u; v whose




= 1 0 · s · 1;
¸ C0 2¡ (2C0)¡1 · s < 2:
Proof: Let u : [0; 2)! (0; 2C0] be the linear function by u(s) = C0(2¡x).
®+ 1 derivatives of u vanish for ® ¸ 1, and so all higher derivative rates are
zero. We construct v : [0; 2)! [0:5C0; 2C0] which satis¯es:
v(s) =
(
u(s) 0 · s · 1;
0:5C0 1:5 · s · 2:
Let w : [0; 2) ! [0:5; 2] be a smooth and non increasing function which
satis¯es w(s) = 2 ¡ s for 0 · s · 1, and ´ 0:5 for 1:5 · s · 2. Then there
are constants c®+1 so that its derivative rates of order ® + 1 are bounded
by c®+1. Let us put v : [0; 2) ! [0:5C0; 2C0] by v(s) = C0w(s). Then v are
the desired functions, since they have the same higher derivative rates as w.
This completes the proof.
When the domains for (x; s) are unbounded, what we are focusing by
those double exponential estimates, is not behavior at in¯nity for (x; s).
In fact it follows from the assumption of uniform boundedness of higher
8
derivative rates that u will grow at most exponentially. So constrains of the
de¯ning equations have an e®ective in°uence on bouneded regions.
1.B Real rational dynamics and tropical geometry: A relative
(max;+)-function ' is a piecewise linear function of the form:
'(¹x) = max(®1 + ¹a1¹x; : : : ; ®m + ¹am¹x)¡max(¯1 +¹b1¹x; : : : ; ¯l +¹bl¹x)




lxi, ¹x = (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 Rn, ¹al = (a1l ; : : : ; anl );¹b 2 Zn and
®i; ¯i 2 R. We say that the multiple integer M ´ ml is the number of the
components of '.
Correspondingly tropical geometry associates the parametrized rational








where ¹z¹a = ¦ni=1z
ai
i , ¹z = (z1; : : : ; zn) 2 Rn>0. We say that ft above is a





and kt(¹z) = §
m
k=1t
®k ¹z¹ak are just elementary functions.
These two functions ' and ft admit one to one correspondence between
their presentations. Moreover the de¯ning equations are transformed by two
steps, ¯rstly taking conjugates by logt and secondly by letting t!1. Notice
that when all ai and bj are zero, then the corresponding ft are t independent.
In some cases the same (max;+) function admits di®erent presentations,
while the corresponding rational functions are mutually di®erent. For exam-
ple for '(x) ´ max(x; x) = x ´ Ã(x), the corresponding rational functions
ft(z) = 2z and gt(z) = z are mutually di®erent. We call such a pair of
rational functions tropically equivalent.
Let ft : Rn>0 ! (0;1) be a rarional function, and consider the discrete
dynamics de¯ned by:
zN = ft(zN¡n; : : : ; zN¡1); N ¸ n
with initial values (z0; : : : ; zn¡1) 2 Rn>0. One can regard that tropically equiv-





c¡1 c > 1;
N ¡ n+ 1 c = 1:
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For a relative elementary function ft, let cf ¸ 1 be the Lipschitz constant
and Mf be the number of the components with respect to the corresponding
(max;+)-function.
Our basic analysis on the orbits is given by the following (corollary 2:8):
Lemma 1.7. Let gt be tropically equivalent to ft, and fzNgN and fwNgN
be the orbits for ft and gt with the initial values ¹z0 = (z0; : : : ; zn¡1) and











where c = max(cf ; cg) and M = max(Mf ;Mg).





One particular feature is that when the Lipschitz constant is equal to 1, then
the above inequalites give the exponential estimates, while for c > 1, they
are double exponential. The former is applied for the estimates of solutions
to linear PDEs.
When one considers evolutional discrete dynamics, a parallel estimates
are given. An evolutional discrete dynamics is given by °ows of the form
fztNgt;N¸0, where t is time parameter. A general equation of evolutional
discrete dynamics is of the form:
zt+1N+1 = f(z
t+1




N¡l1 ; : : : ; z
t
N+k1
; : : : ; zt¡dN+kd+1)
where li; kj ¸ 0, N ¸ max(l0; : : : ; ld+1) and t ¸ d, with initial values:
¹z00 ´ fztag0·a·max(l0;:::;ld+1);t=0;1;::: [ fzhNg0·h·d;N=0;1;::::
Let us take g tropically equivalent to f , and consider the dynamics fwtng













Let us put l = max(l0; l1; : : : ; ld+1), k = max(k1; : : : ; kd+1) and
A(N; t) ´ (t¡ d¡ 1)k +N ¡ l + n¡ 1
for N ¸ l + 1 and t ¸ d+ 1.
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Proposition 1.8. (1) Let f and g be tropically equivalent. Then any orbits





)§ ·M4PA(N;t)(c)[¹z00 : ¹w00]c
A(N;t)
where c = max(cf ; cg) and M = max(Mf ;Mg).
(2) Let f; f 0; g; g0 be four relative elementary functions, and assume that
they are all monotone increasing and all tropically equivalent. Let fvtNgN;t
and futNgN;t be positive sequences so that these satisfy the estimates:
f 0(vt+1N¡l0 ; : : : ; v
t¡d
N+kd+1
) · vt+1N+1 · f(vt+1N¡l0 ; : : : ; vt¡dN+kd+1); (5)
g0(ut+1N¡l0 ; : : : ; u
t¡d
N+kd+1
) · ut+1N+1 · g(ut+1N¡l0 ; : : : ; ut¡dN+kd+1) (6)




)§1 ·M8PA(N;t)(c)[¹u00 : ¹v00]c
A(N;t)
:
Here also if the Lipschitz constants c are equal to 1, then the above two
estimates are at most exponential, while for the case c > 1, they are double
exponential.
Such general form will allow us to treat wider classes of PDE. But for














N¡1) for di®usion equations:




2t+N ¡ 1 (N ¸ 2; t ¸ 1);
4t+N ¡ 21 (N ¸ 5; t ¸ 5):
1.C Rough approximations by discrete dynamics: Let us describe
our general procedure for approximating solutions to di®erential equations
by discrete dynamics, and outline how to verify theorems in 1:A.
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Let us consider a C®+1 function u : (0;1) ! (0;1), and for 1 · jij ·
n¡ 1, take the Taylor expansions:
u(x+ i²) = u(x) + i²ux +
(i²)2
2







Then for small ² > 0 and N = 0; 1; 2; : : : , let us put
zN ´ ²u(²N) = ²u(x); (N = x
²
):
Let f = k
h
: Rn>0 ! (0;1) be a relative elementary function of n vari-
ables, where both h and k are elementary, and consider the discrete dynamics
de¯ned by wN+1 = f(wN¡n+1; : : : ; wN) with the initial value wi = ²u(²i) > 0
for 0 · i · n ¡ 1. Our basic idea is to regard that the sequence fwNgN
would approximate the orbit fzNgN .
So let us consider the di®erence and insert the Taylor expansions:
zN+1 ¡ f(zN¡n+1; : : : ; zN) = ²u(x+ ²)¡ f(²u(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); : : : ; ²u(x)) (7)
= ²(u+ ²ux +
²2
2
u2x + : : : )¡ f(²(u¡ (n¡ 1)²ux + : : : ); : : : ; ²u) (8)
=
²F 1(u) + ²2F 2(ux) + ²
3F 3(u; ux) + ::+ ²
mFm
0
(u; ::; u(®+1)x(»)) + ::
h(²u(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); : : : ; ²u(x)) (9)
(10)
where F k are monomials.
For any ¯nite subset A ½ f1; 2; 3; : : : g, let us divide the expanded sum




i(u; ux; : : : ; u®x)
h(²u(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); : : : ) +
§j2Ac²sjF s
0
j(u; ux; : : : ; u(®+1)x(»))
h(²u(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); : : : ) (11)
´ F(²; u; ux; : : : ; u®x) + ²2F1(²; u; ux; ::; u(®+1)x(»1); ::; u(®+1)x(»n¡1)) (12)
We say that F and F1 are the leading and error terms respectively. Once
one has chosen a relative elementary function f , then the above process
determines a PDE de¯ned by F, while tropical geometry gives an automaton
by a (max;+) function '. So f plays a role of a bridge to connect between
PDE and automaton.
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Let us de¯ne ² variation of F1 by:
jjF1(²; u; ux; : : : ; u®x; u(®+1)x(»1); : : : ; u(®+1)x(»n¡1))jj²(x) ´ (13)
sup
¹i¡x2I(n;²)
jF1(²; u(x¡ ²); ::; u®x(x¡ ²); u(®+1)x(¹1); ::; u(®+1)x(¹n¡1))j (14)
where I(n; ²) = [¡n²; 0] is the °uctuation interval.
Let us say that a C®+1 function u : (0;1) ! (0;1) is ² controlled, if
there is some constant C > 0 so that ² variation of F1 satisfy the pointwise
estimates for all x 2 (0;1):
Cu(x) ¸ jjF1(²; u; ux; : : : ; u®x; u(®+1)x(»1); : : : ; u(®+1)x(»n¡1))jj²(x):
For two functions u; v, we put their initial rates by [u : v]² ´ supx2(0;²](u(x)v(x) )§1.
Now we state the ¯rst estimates. Let f and g be relatively elementary
functions, and F and G be their corresponding leading terms. Recall that
associated with f are the Lipschiz constant cf ¸ 1 and the number of the
components Mf . Let us put c = max(cf ; cg) and M = max(Mf ;Mg).
Proposition 1.9. Let f and g be both relatively elementary and increasing
functions of n variables, which are mutually tropically equivalent. Let F and
G be their leading terms of order at most ® ¸ 0, and take positive C®+1
solutions u; v : (0;1)! (0;1) with:
F(²; u; ux; : : : ; u®x) = 0; G(²; v; vx; : : : ; v®x) = 0:
Assume both u and v are ²0 controlled bounded by C. Then for any
0 < ² · min( 1
2C




)§1 · (2M)8 c
²¡1x+1¡1




One can proceed parallelly for evolutional case. Let f be a relatively
elementary function, and consider the evolutional discrete dynamics de¯ned
by the equation zt+1N+1 = f(z
t+1




Let us take a C®+1 function u : (0;1)£ [0; T0)! (0;1), and introduce
another parameters by:







where p; q ¸ 1 and m ¸ 0 are integers. By the same way as one variable
case, one takes the Taylor expansion, and take the di®erence:
zt+1N+1 ¡ f(zt+1N¡l0 ; : : : ; zt¡dN+kd+1) (15)
= ²mu(x+ ²p; s+ ²q)¡ (16)
f(²mu(x¡ l0²p; s+ ²q); : : : ; ²mu(x+ kd+1²p; s¡ d²q)) (17)
=
²mF 1(u) + ²m+pF 2(ux) + ²
m+qF 3(us) + ²
2m+pF 4(u; ux) + : : :
h(²mu(x¡ l0²p; s+ ²q); : : : ; ²u(x+ kd+1²p; s¡ d²q)) (18)
= F(²; u; ux; us; uxs; : : : ; u®x; u®s) (19)
+ ²m+1F1(²; u(x; s); ux(x; s); : : : ; u®x(x; s); (20)
us(x; s); : : : ; u®s(x; s); fu(®+1)x(»ij); : : : ; u(®+1)s(»ij)gi;j): (21)
By the same way as before one de¯nes the ² variation jjF1jj²(x; s) and ²0
controlledess (3:B). Combining this construction with proposition 1:9, one
obtains theorem 1:1.
Our basic process goes as follows. Firstly we choose a PDE F(u; ux; us; : : : )
= 0, and ¯x scaling parameters. Then ¯nd a relative elementary function f
which induces F as its leading term. Next take another relative elementary
g which is tropically equivalent to f . Then by use of the same scaling pa-
rameters, it induces its leading term G. Finally for two solutions u and v
with F(u; ux; us; : : : ) = 0 and G(v; vx; vs; : : : ) = 0 respectively, we seek for
analytic conditions to both u and v which insure ²0 controllednesss. Even
though choice of f and g are rather °exible, whether one could ¯nd some
reasonable conditions for solutions depends on choices of these functions.
2 Discrete dynamics and tropical geometry
2.A Elementary functions: A relative (max;+)-function ' is a piecewise
linear function of the form:
'(¹x) = max(®1 + ¹a1¹x; : : : ; ®m + ¹am¹x)¡max(¯1 +¹b1¹x; : : : ; ¯l +¹bl¹x)




kxi, ¹x = (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 Rn, ¹ak = (a1k; : : : ; ank);¹bk 2 Zn and
®k; ¯k 2 R.








where ¹z¹ak = ¦ni=1z
aik
i , ¹z = (z1; : : : ; zn) 2 Rn>0 = f(w1; : : : ; wn) : wi > 0g.
We say that ft above is a relative elementary function. Notice that any
relative elementary functions take positive values for ¹z 2 Rn>0.
We say that the integer:
M ´ ml
is the number of the components.




¹jk is an elementary rational function ([K2]).
The corresponding (max;+)-function is given by '(¹x) = max(®1+¹j1¹x; : : : ; ®m+
¹jm¹x), and in this case m is the number of the components.
These two functions ' and ft are connected passing through some inter-
mediate functions 't ([LiM], [Mi]). Let us describe it shortly below. For
t > 1, there is a family of semirings Rt which are all the real number R
as sets. The multiplications and the additions are respectively given by
x©t y = logt(tx+ ty) and x­t y = x+ y. As t!1 one obtains the equality:
x©1 y = max(x; y):
By use of Rt as coe±cients, one has relative Rt-polynomials:
't(¹x) = (®1 + ¹a1¹x)©t ¢ ¢ ¢ ©t (®m + ¹am¹x)¡ (¯1 +¹b1¹x)©t ¢ ¢ ¢ ©t (¯l +¹bl¹x)




Let us put Logt : Rn>0 ! Rn by (z1; : : : ; zn)! (logt z1; : : : ; logt zn). Then 't
and ft satisfy the following relation:
Proposition 2.1 (LiM,V). ft ´ (logt)¡1 ± 't ± Logt : Rn>0 ! (0;1) is the






These functions ', 't and ft admit one to one correspondence between
their presentations. We say that ' is the corresponding (max;+)-function
to ft. Notice that any relative (max;+) functions of the form '(¹x) =
max(¹a1¹x; : : : ; ¹am¹x)¡max(¹b1¹x; : : : ;¹bl¹x) correspond to t-independent relative
elementary functions f .
2.B Discrete dynamics: Let ft : Rn>0 ! (0;1) be a relative elementary
function, and ' be the corresponding (max;+)-function. Let us consider the
discrete dynamics de¯ned by:
zN = ft(zN¡n; : : : ; zN¡1); N ¸ n
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with initial values (z0; : : : ; zn¡1) 2 Rn>0. These orbits fzNgN admit some
asymptotic controll passing through tropical geometry, which we describe
below. Let us compare the orbits fxNgN with fzNgN , which are determined
by:
xN = '(xN¡n; : : : ; xN¡1)
with the initial values x0 = logt z0; : : : ; xn¡1 = logt zn¡1. For this, we intro-
duce the intermediate dynamics:
x0N = 't(x
0
N¡n; : : : ; x
0
N¡1)
with the same initial data x00 = logt z0; : : : , x
0
n¡1 = logt zn¡1.
By proposition 2:1, two orbits fzNgN and fx0NgN are conjugate each other
as x0N = logt zN for all N = 0; 1; : : : Since limt!1 't = ' holds, one may
think flogt zNgN `approximate' fxNgN in some sense.
Let ' and Ã be two relative (max;+)-functions with n variables. Then Ã
is equivalent to ', if they are the same as maps, '(x1; : : : ; xn) = Ã(x1; : : : ; xn)
for all (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 Rn (but possibly they can have di®erent presentations).
De¯nition 2.1 (K2). Let ft and gt be two relative elementary functions. gt
is tropically equivalent to ft, if the corresponding relative (max;+)-functions
' and Ã are equivalent.
Remarks: (1) If the pointwise estimate ' ¸ '0 holds, then Ã = max('; '0)
and ' are equivalent. Let ft and gt be the corresponding relative elementary
functions to ' and '0 respectively. Then ht ´ ft + gt is tropically equivalent
to ft.
(2) For any relative elementary ft and positive rational numbers 0 < ® =
n
m
2 Q, ®ft is tropically equivalent to ft. In fact let ' correspond to ft. Then
nft are tropically equivalent to ft, since nft correspond to max('; : : : ; ') = '
(n times). Similarly 1
m
ft are also tropically equivalent to ft.
(3) For any tropically equivalent pairs of relative elementary functions ft
and gt, the corresponding (max;+)-functions ' and Ã have the same Lips-
chitz constant c > 0, since they are the same as maps. On the other hand they
may have di®erent numbers of the components M and M 0 since it depends
on their presentations. For example if ft has M number of the components,
then n
m
ft has nmM number of the components.
(4) For our purposes in this paper, it is enough to treat the case that the
Lipschitz constsnts c for ' is larger or equal to 1, and later on we will assume
the bounds c ¸ 1.
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2.C Basic estimates and Lipschitz constants: Let ft : Rn>0 ! (0;1)
be a relative elementary function. Take initial values (z0; : : : ; zn¡1) 2 Rn>0,
and consider the orbits fzNg1N=0 de¯ned by zN = ft(zN¡n; : : : ; zN¡1) for
N ¸ n. Let gt be another relative elementary function, and consider its orbit
fwNgN with the same initial values wi = zi for 0 · i · n¡ 1.
In order to estimate their asymptotic rates ( zN
wN
)§1 in detail, we use the
metric on Rn given by:
d((x0; : : : ; xn¡1); (y0; : : : ; yn¡1)) ´ max
0·i·n¡1
fjxi ¡ yijg
(which is of course equivalent to the standard one.)
Lemma 2.2. Let ft = f be t-independent, relative elementary and lin-
ear. Then the corresponding (max;+)-function ' has its Lipschitz constant
bounded by 1.
Proof: This follows immediately, if one checks the estimates carefully. One
can express '(x0; : : : ; xn¡1) = max(®1+xi1 ; : : : ; ®n¡1+xin¡1)¡max(0; : : : ; 0).
Let '(x0; : : : ; xn¡1) = ®1 + xi1 ¸ '(y0; : : : ; yn¡1) = ®2 + yi2 . Then the
estimates hold:
j'(x0; : : : ; xn¡1)¡ '(y0; : : : ; yn¡1)j = ®1 + xi1 ¡ (®2 + yi2) (22)
· ®1 + xi1 ¡ (®1 + yi1) = xi1 ¡ yi1 · max
0·i·n¡1
fjxi ¡ yijg: (23)
This completes the proof.
In general we have double exponential estimates for ( zN
wN
)§1 as below, but
in a special case that the Lipschitz constants of the corresopnding (max;+)-
functions are equal to 1, they can be improved to be just exponential. This





c¡1 c > 1;
(N ¡ n+ 1) c = 1: :
For a relative elementary function ft, let cf be the Lipschitz constant
and Mf be the number of the components with respect to the corresponding
(max;+)-function.
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Proposition 2.3. ft and gt are tropically equivalent, if and only if any orbits









·M2PN (c); (N ¸ n)
where c = max(cf ; cg) and M = max(Mf ;Mg).
For the proof, we use the next lemma.
Let '(¹x) = max(®1 + ¹a1¹x; : : : ; ®m + ¹am¹x) ¡ max(¯1 + ¹b1¹x; : : : ; ¯l + ¹bl¹x)
and 't be the corresponding functions to ft. For the same initial values
x0 = x
0
0; : : : ; xn¡1 = x
0
n¡1, let us denote the orbits by fxNgN and fx0NgN for
' and 't respectively.
We will improve lemma 2:2 in [K2] slightly.
Lemma 2.4. Let c ¸ 1 and M be the Lipschitz constant and the number of
the components for ' respectively. Then the estimates hold:
jxN ¡ x0N j · PN(c) logtM:
Proof: One can obtain the following estimates easily ([K2] lemma 2:1(1)):
j'(x0; : : : ; xn¡1)¡ 't(x0; : : : ; xn¡1)j · logtM:
Let us denote ¹xN = (xN ; : : : ; xN+n¡1) 2 Rn. Thus xN+n = '(¹xN) hold
for all N ¸ 0. Similar for ¹x0N .
Firstly one has the estimates jx0n ¡ xnj · logtM as above.
Since ' is c-Lipschitz and ¹x1 ¡ ¹x01 = (0; : : : ; 0; xn ¡ x0n), the estimates:
jxn+1 ¡ x0n+1j = j'(¹x1)¡ 't(¹x01)j (24)
· j'(¹x1)¡ '(¹x01)j+ j't(¹x01)¡ '(¹x01)j (25)
· cj¹x1 ¡ ¹x01j+ logtM · (c+ 1) logtM (26)
hold. Next we have estimates:
j'(¹x2)¡ '(¹x02)j · cmax(jxn+1 ¡ x0n+1j; jxn ¡ x0nj) · c(c+ 1) logtM; (27)
jxn+2 ¡ x0n+2j = j'(¹x2)¡ 't(¹x02)j (28)
· j'(¹x2)¡ '(¹x02)j+ j'(¹x02)¡ 't(¹x02)j · [c(c+ 1) + 1] logtM (29)
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The rest is just the repetition of the same process. Now suppose c > 1.
Then by a direct calculation, one obtains the estimates:
jxN ¡ x0N j ·
cN¡n+1 ¡ 1
c¡ 1 logtM:
On the other hand when c = 1, then jxN ¡ x0N j · (N ¡ n + 1) logtM hold.
This completes the proof.
Proof of proposition 2:3: The proof is almost the same as theorem 2:1 in
[K2], but for convenience we will include only if part.
Let ' and Ã be the relative (max;+)-functions corresponding to ft and
gt respectively. For the same initial values xi = yi = logt zi, 0 · i · n ¡ 1,
let us denote the corresponding orbits by fxNgN and fyNgN . We also put
x0N = logt(zN) and y
0
N = logt(wN) respectively. Thus fx0NgN is the orbit for
't and fy0NgN is for Ãt.
By lemma 2:4, the estimates:
jxN ¡ x0N j; jyN ¡ y0N j · PN(c) logtM
hold. Suppose ft and gt are tropically equivalent, and so ' and Ã are the




)§ · j logt(zN)¡ logt(wN)j = jx0N ¡ y0N j · 2PN(c) logtM:










This completes the proof.
Remarks: (1) In order to determine zN for N ¸ n, one needs to iterate
N¡n+1 times to apply function ft. One can say that ratios betweenN¡n+1
times iterations of ft and gt are at most uniformly double exponential rates.
(2) Such double exponential estimates are optimal between tropically
equivalent functions. Let us consider two dynamics for l; k ¸ 1:
zN = f(zN¡1) = zlN¡1; wN = g(wN¡1) = 2w
k
N¡1:
If l = k holds, then f and g are tropically equivalent. Let z0 = w0 be
initial values. Then a direct calculation gives:
zN = z
lN

















holds, which satis¯es the uniformly double exponential bound.








which heavily depends on the initial values.
Lemma 2.5. Let ft and gt be relative elementary and assume that both are
monotone increasing. Let fvNgN be a positive sequence so that the estimates:
gt(vN¡n; : : : ; vN¡1) · vN · ft(vN¡n; : : : ; vN¡1); N ¸ n
hold. Let fzNgN and fwNgN be two dynamics de¯ned by zN = ft(zN¡n; : : : ; zN¡1)
and wN = gt(wN¡n; : : : ; wN¡1) with the same initial value zi = wi = vi for
0 · i · n¡ 1 respectively. Then the estimates hold:
wN · vN · zN (N = 0; 1; : : : )
Proof: We proceed by induction. For N = n, the estimates follows by
the hypothesis. Suppose the estimates wN · vN · zN hold for N · N0 ¡ 1.
Then the conclusion for N0 follows from two estimates:
wN0 = gt(wN0¡n; : : : ; wN0¡1) · gt(vN0¡n; : : : ; vN0¡1); (30)
zN0 = ft(zN0¡n; : : : ; zN0¡1) ¸ ft(vN0¡n; : : : ; vN0¡1) (31)
and the assumption gt(vN0¡n; : : : ; vN0¡1) · vN0 · ft(vN0¡n; : : : ; vN0¡1).
This completes the proof.
Corollary 2.6. Let ft and gt be tropically equivalent, and assume the con-







)§1 · M2PN (c)
where c = max(cf ; cg) and M = max(Mf ;Mg).
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Proof: By lemma 2:5, the estimates wN · vN · zN hold for all N =
0; 1; : : : On the other hand by proposition 2:3, the uniform bounds zN
wN
·









·M2PN (c). This completes the proof.
For example gt =
1
m
ft are the cases for m ¸ 1, when ft is monotone
increasing.
2.C.2 Dependence on initial values: Let ft : Rn>0 ! (0;1) be a
relative elementary function. Let us take two initial values:
¹z0 = (z0; : : : ; zn¡1); ¹w0 = (w0; : : : ; wn¡1) 2 Rn>0
and consider the corresponding orbits fzNg1N=0 and fwNg1N=0 de¯ned by:
zN = ft(zN¡n; : : : ; zN¡1); wN = ft(wN¡n; : : : ; wN¡1); (N ¸ n)
respectively. Let ' and 't be the functions corresponding to ft.
Here we have more elaborate estimates:
Proposition 2.7. Let ft and the orbits fzNg1N=0, fwNg1N=0 be as above with












where c and M are the Lipschitz constant and the number of the components
for ' respectively.
Proof: The idea of the proof is parallel to proposition 2:3.
Let us put x0N = logt(zN) and y
0
N = logt(wN) respectively. Thus fx0NgN
is the orbit for 't with the initial value x
0
i = logt zi for 0 · i · n ¡ 1, and
similar for fy0NgN .
Let fxNgN be another orbit for ' with the same initial value xi = logt zi
for 0 · i · n¡ 1, and similar for fyNgN .
Let c ¸ 1 be the Lipschitz constant for '. Let us estimate jxN ¡ yN j for
N ¸ n. Since xn = '(x0; : : : ; xn¡1) and yn = '(y0; : : : ; yn¡1), the estimate:




hold. Let us iterate the same estimates:
jxn+1 ¡ yn+1j = j'(x1; : : : ; xn)¡ '(y1; : : : ; yn)j (32)
· c max
1·i·n
jxi ¡ yij · c2 max
0·i·n¡1
jxi ¡ yij: (33)
The same process gives us the estimates:
jxN ¡ yN j · cN¡n+1 max
0·i·n¡1






On the other hand by lemma 2:4, the estimates:
jxN ¡ x0N j; jyN ¡ y0N j · PN(c) logtM
hold, where M is the number of the components for '. So combining with







) = j logt(zN)¡ logt(wN)j = jx0N ¡ y0N j (34)
· jxN ¡ x0N j+ jyN ¡ y0N j+ jxN ¡ yN j (35)

























This completes the proof.
Now let gt and ft be two relatively elementary functions, and denote the
corresponding pairs of the functions by ('; 't) and (Ã; Ãt) respectively. Let
(cf ;Mf ) and (cg;Mg) be the Lipschitz constants and the numbers of the
components for ' and Ã respectively.
Corollary 2.8. Let gt be tropically equivalent to ft, and fzNgN and fwNgN
be the orbits for ft and gt with the initial values ¹z0 = (z0; : : : ; zn¡1) and











where c = max(cf ; cg) and M = max(Mf ;Mg).
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Proof: Let fz0NgN be the orbit for ft with the initial value ¹w0 = (w0; : : : ; wn¡1).











































This completes the proof.
Now we induce the main estimates:
Theorem 2.9. Let us take four relative elementary functions, ft; f
0
t ; gt; g
0
t.
Assume that they are all monotone increasing and all tropically equivalent.
Let fvNgN and fuNgN be positive sequences which satisfy the estimates:
f 0t(vN¡n; : : : ; vN¡1) · vN · ft(vN¡n; : : : ; vN¡1); (40)
g0t(uN¡n; : : : ; uN¡1) · uN · gt(uN¡n; : : : ; uN¡1): (41)











where c = max(cf ; cf 0 ; cg; cg0) and M = max(Mf ;Mf 0 ;Mg;Mg0).
Proof: Let us consider two orbits fzNgN and fz0NgN de¯ned by zN =




N¡n; : : : ; z
0
N¡1) with the the same initial
value zi = z
0
i = vi for 0 · i · n ¡ 1 respectively. Similarly by use of gt and
g0t, one has orbits for fwNgN and fw0NgN with the initial value wi = w0i = ui
for 0 · i · n¡ 1 respectively.
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This completes the proof.
2.D Evolutional dynamics: For simplicity of the notation, later on we
will omit to denote the parameter t for ft and just write f for any relative
elementary functions.
Let f be a relative elementary function. A general equation of evolutional
discrete dynamics is of the form:
zt+1N+1 = f(z
t+1




N¡l1 ; : : : ; z
t
N+k1
; zt¡1N¡l2 ; : : : ; z
t¡1
N+k2
; : : : ; zt¡dN+kd+1)
where li; kj ¸ 0, N ¸ max(l0; : : : ; ld+1) and t ¸ d, with initial values:
¹z00 ´ fztag0·a·max(l0;:::;ld+1);t=0;1;::: [ fzhNg0·h·d;N=0;1;::::
As before one puts the Lipschitz constant and the number of the compo-
nents by cf and Mf for the corresponding (max;+)-function to f .
Let us put l = max(l0; l1; : : : ; ld+1), k = max(k1; : : : ; kd+1) and
A(N; t) ´ (t¡ d¡ 1)k +N ¡ l + n¡ 1
for N ¸ l + 1 and t ¸ d+ 1.
Let us take g tropically equivalent to f , and consider the dynamics fwtng
de¯ned by g with any initial value ¹w00.
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Proposition 2.10. (1) Let f and g be tropically equivalent. Then any orbits





)§ ·M4PA(N;t)(c)[¹z00 : ¹w00]c
A(N;t)
where c = max(cf ; cg) and M = max(Mf ;Mg).
(2) Let f; f 0; g; g0 be four relative elementary functions, and assume that
they are all monotone increasing and all tropically equivalent. Let fvtNgN;t
and futNgN;t be positive sequences so that these satisfy the estimates:
f 0(vt+1N¡l0 ; : : : ; v
t¡d
N+kd+1
) · vt+1N+1 · f(vt+1N¡l0 ; : : : ; vt¡dN+kd+1); (45)
g0(ut+1N¡l0 ; : : : ; u
t¡d
N+kd+1
) · ut+1N+1 · g(ut+1N¡l0 ; : : : ; ut¡dN+kd+1) (46)




)§1 ·M8PA(N;t)(c)[¹u00 : ¹v00]c
A(N;t)
for N ¸ l + 1 and t ¸ d+ 1.
Proof: Let us check that in order to determine zd+tl+N , one has to iterate
at most (t ¡ 1)k + N times to apply f for N; t ¸ 1. Then the conclusions
follow from corollary 2:8 and theorem 2:9 (see remark (1) below the proof of
proposition 2:3).
Let us denote by ®(N; t) the number of compositions of f in order to
determine ztN . It is an increasing function on both variables. We show the
estimates ®(l +N; d+ t) · (t¡ 1)k +N .
Let ¢0 = f(a; b) 2 f0; 1; : : : ; k + lg £ f0; 1; : : : ; dg [ f0; : : : ; lg £ fd+ 1gg
be the ¯nite set. This is a basic building block in the sense that for N; t ¸ 1,
zt+dN+l is determined if one knows z
t¡1+b
N¡1+a for (a; b) 2 ¢0.
We proceed by induction on t. ®(l +N; d+ 1) · N clearly follows.
Suppose the conclusion follows for t · t0, and so ®(N + l; d + t0) ·
(t0 ¡ 1)k + N hold. Then ®(l + 1; d + t0 + 1) = ®(l + k; d + t0) + 1 ·
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(t0 ¡ 1)k + k + 1 = t0k + 1 hold. Next ®(l + 2; d + t0 + 1) = max(®(l +
1; d + t0 + 1); ®(l + k + 1; d + t0)) + 1 · t0k + 2. By use of the estimates
®(N+ l; d+ t0+1) · max(®(N¡1+ l; d+ t0+1); ®(N¡1+ l+k; d+ t0))+1,
one can obtain the bounds ®(N + l; d+ t0 + 1) · t0k +N .
This completes the proof.
3 Asymptotic comparisons
3.A Formal Taylor expansion and ODE: Let us consider a C®+1 function
u : (0;1) ! (0;1). Below we proceed to approximate u very roughly by
discrete dynamics de¯ned by relative elementary functions of n variables. For
1 · jij · n¡ 1, let us take the Taylor expansions around x 2 (0;1):
u(x+ i²) = u(x) + i²ux +
(i²)2
2







for small j²j << 1, where:(
x · »i · x+ i²; i ¸ 0
x+ i² · »i · x i < 0
(for our applications, we will choose ® · 2 later).
Let f = k
h
: Rn>0 ! (0;1) be a relative elementary function, where h and
k are both elementary. Later on we will assume positivity:
h(¹0) > 0:
Let us consider the discrete dynamics de¯ned by zN+1 = f(zN¡n+1; : : : ; zN).
We put the °uctuation intervals by:
I(n; ²) = [¡n²; 0]:
For N = 0; 1; 2; : : : , let us put change of variables:
zN ´ ²u(²N) = ²u(x); (N = x
²
):
Let us consider the di®erence:
zN+1 ¡ f(zN¡n+1; : : : ; zN) = ²u(x+ ²)¡ f(²u(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); : : : ; ²u(x))
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u2x + : : : ) (47)
¡ f(²(u¡ (n¡ 1)²ux + (n¡ 1)
2²2
2
u2x + : : : ); : : : ; ²u): (48)
By reordering the expansions with respect to the exponents of ², there are
rational numbers a0; a1; ¢ ¢ ¢ 2 Q so that the equality holds:




3a2uux + ::+ ²
®+1asu®x + ²
®+2as+1u(®+1)x(») + ::
h(²u(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); : : : ; ²u(x)) (50)
´ ²F
1(u) + ²2F 2(ux) + ²
3F 3(u; ux) + ::+ ²
mFm
0
(u; ::; u(®+1)x(»)) + ::
h(²u(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); : : : ; ²u(x)) (51)
(52)
where F k are monomials.
Let us choose ¯nite subsets A ½ f1; 2; 3; : : : g, and divide the expanded




i(u; ux; : : : ; u®x)
h(²u(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); : : : ) +
§j2Ac²sjF s
0
j(u; ux; : : : ; u(®+1)x(»))
h(²u(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); ::) (53)
´ F(²; u; ux; : : : ; u®x) + ²2F1(²; u; ux; ::; u(®+1)x(»1); ::; u(®+1)x(»n¡1)): (54)
We always choose A so that two conditions are satis¯ed;
(1) F do not contain u(l+1)x(»), and (2) 1 2 A, i.e. F 1 is included in F.
In all the concrete cases later, we choose relative elementary functions and
A so that the corresponding F 1 vanish.
Now ¯x ² > 0, and suppose u obeys the equation:
F(²; u; ux; : : : ; u®x) = 0:
Then the di®erence satis¯es the equality:
²u(x+ ²)¡ f(²u(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); : : : ; ²u(x)) = ²2F1(²; u; ux; : : : ):
We say that F is the leading term, and F1 error one for u respectively.
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Remark: Conversely when one starts from ODE F(²; u; ux; u®x) = 0, there
will be several choices of relative elementary functions f and A with the
leading term F. Various choices of f will assign di®erent error terms F1,
which re°ect estimates of solutions F(²; u; ux; : : : ; u®x) = 0. So `better' choice
of f will give us `better' estimates of large scale analysis of such solutions.
Let us de¯ne ² variation of F1 by
jjF1(²; u; ux; : : : ; u®x; u(®+1)x(»1); : : : ; u(®+1)x(»n¡1))jj²(x) ´ (55)
sup
¹i¡x2I(n;²)
jF1(²; u(x¡ ²); ::; u®x(x¡ ²); u(®+1)x(¹1); ::; u(®+1)x(¹n¡1))j (56)
where I(n; ²) is the °uctuation interval.
Let us say that a C®+1 function u : (0;1) ! (0;1) is ²0 controlled,
if there is some constant C > 0 so that the ²0 variation of F
1 satisfy the
pointwise estimates for all x 2 (0;1):
Cu(x) ¸ jjF1(²; u; ux; : : : ; u®x; u(®+1)x(»1); : : : ; u(®+1)x(»n¡1))jj²0(x)
3.A.2 Comparison theorem for ODE: Let us take another rela-
tively elementary function g = d
e
which is tropically equivalent to f . Let
v : (0;1) ! (0;1) be another C®+1 function. By replacing f by g and
choosing another subsets B ½ f1; 2; 3; : : : g in 3:A, one has its leading and
error terms G and G1 respectively. Then we have the equalities:




i(v; vx; : : : ; v®x)
e(²v(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); : : : ) +
§j2Bc²sjGs
0
j(v; vx; : : : ; v(®+1)x(»
0))
e(²v(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); : : : ) (58)
´ G(²; v; : : : ; v®x) + ²2G1(²; v; : : : ; v®x; v(®+1)x(»01); : : : ; v(®+1)x(»0n¡1)): (59)
Let us ¯x a small ² > 0, and take two positive solutions u; v : (0;1) !
(0;1) to the equations:
F(²; u; ux; : : : ) = 0; G(²; v; vx; : : : ) = 0:











For this we introduce the initial rates:






Recall that associated with f are the Lipschitz constant cf ¸ 1 and
the number of the components Mf . Let us put c = max(cf ; cg) and M =
max(Mf ;Mg).
Theorem 3.1. Let f and g be both relatively elementary and increasing
functions of n variables, which are mutually tropically equivalent. Let F and
G be their leading terms of order at most ® ¸ 0, and take positive C®+1
solutions u; v : (0;1)! (0;1) to the equations:
F(²; u; ux; : : : ; u®x) = 0; G(²; v; vx; : : : ; v®x) = 0:
Assume both u and v are ²0 controlled bounded by C. Then for any
0 < ² · min( 1
2C




)§1 · (2M)8 c
²¡1x+1¡1
c¡1 [u : v]c
²¡1x+1
n² :
Proof: Let f and g be both n variables, and (F;F1) and (G;G1) be pairs
of leading and error terms respectively.
Let us choose 0 < ² · min( 1
2C
; ²0). By the assumption, the pointwise
estimates hold:
Cu(x+ ²) ¸ jF1(²; u(x); ux(x); : : : ; u®x(x); u(®+1)x(»1); : : : ; u(®+1)x(»n¡1))j:





Let us consider the equalities:
²u(x+ ²)¡ f(²u(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); : : : ; ²u(x)) (60)
= F(²; u; : : : ; u®x) + ²
2F1(²; u; : : : ; u®x; u(®+1)x(»1); : : : ; u(®+1)x(»n¡1)) (61)
= ²2F1(²; u; ux; : : : ; u®x; u(®+1)x(»1); : : : ; u(®+1)x(»n¡1)) (62)
since u obeys the equation F(²; u; ux; : : : ) = 0.
Then combining with the above inequality, one obtains the estimates:
1
2
f(²u(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); : : : ; ²u(x)) · ²u(x+ ²) (63)
· 2f(²u(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); : : : ; ²u(x)): (64)
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By the same way one obtains the estimates by replacing f by g:
1
2
g(²v(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); : : : ; ²v(x)) · ²v(x+ ²) (65)
· 2g(²v(x¡ (n¡ 1)²); : : : ; ²v(x)): (66)
f , 1
2




g; 2g are all so by the
assumption. Notice that the number of the components for 1
2
f and 2f are
both 2Mf .










N · (2M)8PN (c)([u : v](n¡1)²)cN :
For any 0 · ¹ · ², let us apply the above estimates for the translations




)§1 · (2M)8PN (c)[u : v]cNn² (67)
= (2M)8
cN¡n+1¡1















)§1 · (2M)8 c
²¡1x¡n+2¡1





c¡1 [u : v]c
²¡1x+1
n² :
This completes the proof.
Example: Let us consider a simple equation:
F(u; ux) = ux + u
2 = 0:
It has solutions u(x) = a
1+ax
with the initial values u(0) = a > 0. Let
us put zN = ²u(x) with x = N² and take the Taylor expansion ²u(x +
²) = ²u(x) + ²2ux(x) +
²3
2
u2x(»). We choose the relative elementary function
f(x) = x(1 + x)¡1 and calculate the di®erence:















Thus u is ²0 controlled, since 1+²u(x) ¸ 1, and the estimates ju2x(»)j; juux(x)j,
ju(x)u2x(»)j · Cu(x) hold uniformly in x 2 (0;1) for some C = C(a; ²0) ¸ 0
and jx¡ »j · ².
The corresponding (max;+) function to f is given by VN+1 = VN ¡
max(0; VN). Notice the equality VN ¡ max(0; VN) = VN ¡ max(0; VN ; VN).
The tropical inverse for the latter is given by g(y) = y(1+2y)¡1. By choosing
the same scaling parameter, one obtains the leading termG(v; vx) = vx+2v
2.
It has solutions v(x) = a
0







)§1 · 2( a
a0
)§1 · 2[u : v]²:
3.B Evolutional dynamics: Here we treat partial di®erential equa-
tions. The process of 3:B is quite parallel to 3:A by introducing time param-
eter.
A general equation of evolutional discrete dynamics is of the form:
zt+1N+1 = f(z
t+1




N¡l1 ; : : : ; z
t
N+k1
; zt¡1N¡l2 ; : : : ; z
t¡1
N+k2
; : : : ; zt¡dN+kd+1)
where li; kj ¸ 0, N ¸ l ´ max(l0; : : : ; ld+1) and t ¸ d, with initial values:
¹z00 ´ fztag0·a·l;t=0;1;::: [ fzhNg0·h·d;N=0;1;::::
Now let us consider a C®+1 function u : (0;1) £ [0; T0) ! (0;1), and







; ²mu(x; s) = ztN
where ² > 0 is a small constant, and p; q ¸ 1, m ¸ 0 are integers. Then we
take the Taylor expansions:









































where ¹a = (yi1 ; : : : ; yi®+1), yj = x or s, and j(x; s)¡ »ijj · j(i²p; j²q)j.
Let f = k
h
: Rn>0 ! (0;1) be a relative elementary function, and consider
the di®erence as in 3:A:
zt+1N+1 ¡ f(zt+1N¡l0 ; : : : ; zt+1N ; ztN¡l1 ; : : : ; ztN+k1 ; : : : ; zt¡dN+kd+1) (76)
= ²mu(x+ ²p; s+ ²q) (77)
¡ f(²mu(x¡ l0²p; s+ ²q); : : : ; ²mu(x+ kd+1²p; s¡ d²q)): (78)
By reordering the expansions with respect to the exponents of ², there are






m+pa3uux + ::+ (i²
p)h(j²q)®+1¡hahu¹h(»ij) + ::
h(²mu(x¡ l0²p; s+ ²q); : : : ; ²mu(x+ kd+1²p; s¡ d²q))
(79)
´ ²
mF 1(u) + ²m+pF 2(ux) + ²
m+qF 3(us) + ²
2m+pF 4(u; ux) + : : :
h(²mu(x¡ l0²p; s+ ²q); : : : ; ²mu(x+ kd+1²p; s¡ d²q)) (80)
where F k are monomials.
Let us choose ¯nite subsets A ½ f1; 2; 3; : : : g, and divide the expanded
sum into two terms as:
²mu(x+ ²p; s+ ²q) (81)
¡ f(²mu(x¡ l0²p; s+ ²q); : : : ; ²mu(x+ kd+1²p; s¡ d²q)) (82)
=
²mF 1(u) + ²m+pF 2(ux) + ²
m+qF 3(us) + ²
2m+pF 4(u; ux) + : : :




i(u; ux; us; : : : ; u®s) + §j2Ac²sjF s
0
j(u; ux; : : : ; u¹a(»ij))
h(²mu(x¡ l0²p; s+ ²q); : : : ; ²mu(x+ kd+1²p; s¡ d²q)) (84)
´ F(²; u; ux; us; : : : ; u®s) + ²m+1F1(²; u; ux; : : : ; fu¹a(»ij)g¹a;i;j): (85)
As in 3:A, we always choose A so that F do not contain u¹a(») and 1 2 A.
We call F as the leading term and F1 the error term respectively.
3.B.2 ²-controlledness: Now we return to the starting point. Let f be
a relative elementary function, and consider the discrete dynamics zt+1N+1 =




N¡l1 ; : : : ; ; z
t¡d
N+kd+1
). After one chooses integers p; q;m for
change of variables, one determines the leading and error terms F and F1
respectively.
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For (a; b) 2 Z2, let L(a; b) = f(ta; tb) : t 2 [0; 1]g ½ R2 be the segment.
Then for the set:
D ´f(1; 1); (¡l0; 1); : : : ; (0; 1); (¡l1; 0); : : : ; (k1; 0);
(¡l2;¡1); : : : ; (k2;¡1); : : : ; (¡ld+1;¡d); : : : ; (kd+1;¡d)g
we put the °uctuation domain as:
D(²; p; q) = f(L(²pa; ²qb) : (a; b) 2 Dg ½ R2:
For example D = f(1; 1); (2; 0); (¡1; 1)g for zt+1N+1 = f(ztN ; ztN+2; zt+1N¡1).
Let us regard F1 as a function on the variables (x; s; f»ijgi;j). Then we
de¯ne its ² variation:
jjF1jj²(x; s) ´ sup
»ij¡(x¡²p;s¡²q)2D(²;p;q)
jF1(²; u(x¡ ²p; s¡ ²q); (86)
ux(x¡ ²p; s¡ ²q); us(x¡ ²p; s¡ ²q); : : : ; u®s(x¡ ²p; s¡ ²q); fu¹a(»ij)g)j:
(87)
Let u : (0;1)£ [0; T0)! (0;1) be a C®+1 function.
De¯nition 3.1. u is ²0 controlled bounded by C, if ²0 variation of F
1 satis¯es
the pointwise estimates:
Cu(x; s) ¸ jjF1jj²0(x; s)
for all (x; s) 2 (0;1)£ [0; T0).
3.B.2.2 Higher derivative rates: Let u : (0;1)£ [0; T0)! (0;1) be
a C®+1 function and f be a relative elementary function. let us consider the
expansions of the di®erences in 3:B:
²mu(x+ ²p; s+ ²q) (88)
¡ f(²mu(x¡ l0²p; s+ ²q); : : : ; ²mu(x+ kd+1²p; s¡ d²q)) (89)
= F(²; u; ux; us; : : : ; u®s) + ²
m+1F1(²; u; ux; : : : ; fu¹a(»ij)g¹a;i;j): (90)
F has order at most ®, while F1 may contain derivatives of u smaller than
®+ 1 in general.
Let us say that the error term F1 is admissible, if it is of the form:
F1 = §a2Acca²saHa(²mu(x¡ l0²p; s+ ²q); : : : )u¹a(»ij)
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where (1) j¹aj = ®+ 1 and (2) jjHa(x1; x2; : : : )jjC0 · 1 for any x1; x2 ¢ ¢ ¢ ¸ 0.
For this case we put the error constants by:
CF1 ´ §a2Ac jcaj 2 Q>0:
The error constants are determined by the coe±cients of rational functions f
and of the Taylor expansions. Our applications later are all admissible cases.
Let us introduce variation of order ®+ 1 of u by:






@1 : : : @®+1
j(»)g:
Let us say that u satis¯es uniform ² variation, if there is a constant C so
that it satis¯es the estimates:
Cu(x; s) ¸ jjujj®+1(x; s)
for all (x; s) 2 (0;1)£ [0; T0).
We put the variation constant by:





Lemma 3.2. Suppose F1 is admissible, and u satis¯es uniform ² variation
bounded by C. Then u is ² controlled bounded by CCF1.
Proof: By admissibility, the estimates hold:
jjF1jj²(x; s) · §a2Ac jcaj²sajHa(²mu(x¡ l0²p; s+ ²q); : : : )jjjujj®+1(x; s)
· §a2Ac jcajjjujj®+1(x; s) · CF1 jjujj®+1(x; s) · CF1Cu(x; s):
Let u : (0;1) £ [0; T0) ! (0;1) be a C®+1 function. Here we consider
classes of functions which satisfy uniform rates between higher derivatives
and lowest values.





@1 : : : @®+1
jjC0((0;1)£[0;T0))g:
Suppose u satis¯es two conditions:
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(1) jjujj®+1 < 1 is ¯nite and (2) c = inf(x;s)2(0;1)£[0;T0) u(x; s) > 0 is
positive. Then we say that the ratio:
K(u) ´ jjujj®+1
c
is the derivative rates of order ®+ 1. In general the estimates hold:
V (u) · K(u):
Now we state the following which requires more practical conditions:
Lemma 3.3. Suppose F1 is admissible, and the derivative rates of order
® + 1 is of ¯nite, K(u) <1. Then for any ² > 0, u is ² controlled bounded
by CF1K(u).
Proof: By the conditions, the error term F1 satis¯es the estimates:
jjF1jj²(x; s) · CF1jjujj®+1(x; s) · CF1jjujj®+1
= CF1K(u)c · CF1K(u)u(x; s):
So u is ²-controlled bounded by CF1K(u) for any ² > 0.
This completes the proof.
3.B.3 Comparison theorem: Let g be tropically equivalent to f , and
choose the same scaling parameters. By replacing f by g above, one obtains
another leading and error terms G and G1 with the equalities:
²mv(x+ ²p; s+ ²q)¡ (91)
g(²mv(x¡ l0²p; s+ ²q); : : : ; ²mv(x+ kd+1²p; s¡ d²q)) (92)
= G(²; v; vx; vs; : : : ; v®s) + ²
m+1G1(²; v; vx; vs; : : : ; v®s; fv¹a(´ij)g¹a;i;j): (93)
Let us ¯x a small ² > 0, and take two positive solutions u; v : (0;1) £
[0; T0)! (0;1) to the corresponding PDEs:
F(²; u; ux; us; : : : ; u®x; u®s) = 0; G(²; v; vx; vs; : : : ; v®x; v®s) = 0:
In order to estimate their ratios (u(x;s)
v(x;s)
)§1, we introduce the initial rates:






Recall the Lipschitz constant cf and the number of the components Mf
for f . Let us put c = max(cf ; cg), M = max(Mf ;Mg), k = max(k1; : : : ; kd+1)
and L = max(l; d) for l = max(l0; l1; : : : ; ld+1).
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Corollary 3.4. Let f and g be both relatively elementary and increasing
functions of n variables, which are mutually tropically equivalent. Let F and
G be their leading terms of order at most ® ¸ 0, and take positive C®+1
solutions u; v : (0;1)£ [0; T0)! (0;1) to the equations:
F(²; u; ux; us; : : : ; u®x; u®s) = 0; G(²; v; vx; vs; : : : ; v®x; v®s) = 0:
Assume both u and v are ²0 controlled bounded by C. Then for any
0 < ² · min( 1
2C




)§1 · (2M)8 c
²¡D(x+ks)+1¡1
c¡1 [u : v]c
²¡D(x+ks)+n
(L+1)² :
Proof: Recall A(N; t) = (t ¡ d ¡ 1)k + N ¡ l + n ¡ 1 for N ¸ l + 1 and
t ¸ d+1. Let us take 0 < ² · min( 1
2C
; ²0). Combining with proposition 2:10,
the parallel argument to the proof of theorem 3:1 gives the estimates:
(
u(N²p + ¹; t²q + Â)
v(N²p + ¹; t²q + Â)
)§1 · (2M)8PA(N;t)(c)[u : v]cA(N;t)(L+1)²
for any 0 · ¹ · ²p and 0 · Â · ²q. Then we have the estimates:
A(N; t) =(t¡ d¡ 1)k +N ¡ l + n¡ 1 (94)
· ²¡qk(t²q + Â)¡ dk + ²¡p(N²p + ¹)¡ l + n (95)
· ²¡qk(t²q + Â) + ²¡p(N²p + ¹) + n (96)
· ²¡®[k(t²q + Â) + (N²p + ¹)] + n (97)






c¡1 [u : v]c
²¡D [k(t²q+Â)+(N²p+¹)]+n
(L+1)² : (99)




)§1 · (2M)8 c
²¡D(x+ks)+1¡1
c¡1 [u : v]c
²¡D(x+ks)+n
(L+1)² :
This completes the proof.
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Example: Let b > a ¸ 1 be positive integers, and consider linear PDEs
F(vx; vs) = avx + bvs = 0. For increasing and relative elementary functions








(aztN + (b¡ a)ztN+1):
Let v : (0;1) £ [0;1) ! (0;1) be C2 functions, and take the Taylor
expansions up to order 2. We choose the scaling parameters by N = x
²
, t = s
²
and ztN = v(x; s), and insert the Taylor expansions:




(avx + bvs) +
²2
2
((v2x + v2s + 2vxs)(´1)¡ b¡ a
b
v2x(´2)): (101)
f correspond to V t+1N+1 = max(V
t




N+1; : : : ; V
t
N+1) ¡ max(0; : : : ; 0),
where their terms iterate a, b¡ a and b times respecively. Clearly this shows
that f are all tropically equivalent indpendently of b > a ¸ 1.
By lemma 2:2, the Lipschitz constants cf = 1 are all equal to one. For the
numbers of the components, Mf = b
2 hold. D = 1, L = 0, n = 2 and k = 1.
For any positive integers a; b; a0; b0, let us take two solutions u(x; s) and v(x; s)
satisfying the equations aux + bus = 0 and a
0vx + b0vs = 0 respecively. One
may assume b ¸ b0. Suppose both are ²0 controlled bounded by C. Then by
corollary 3:4, for any 0 < ² · min( 1
2C





)§1 · (2b2)8(²¡1(x+s)+1)[u : v]²:
Below we apply the general procedure of the previous sections to non
linear partial di®erential equations. We treat two PDEs, where one is the
quasi linear equations of order 1, and the other is di®usion equations. Given
PDE, then our procedure is to ¯nd `good' relative elementary functions f .
We have to require them to be increasing. Any elementary polynimials are
increasing. One of applicable form of f is:
f(z1; z2; : : : ) =
z1(®+ P (z1; z2; : : : ))
1 + z1
+Q(z1; : : : )
where both P and Q are elementary polynomials and 0 · ® · 1.
One may weaken the required properties, if both the range and the domain




4.A Quasi linear equations: Here we introduce a cancelation method
of non linear terms and use it to compare solutions between the following
equations. Let us consider the equations of the form:
vs + ²vvx ¡ 1
2
v2 = 0; 2us + ²u(us + ux) = 0
where ² > 0 are small constants. These two types of the equations di®er
from each other, in that for the right hand side, each monomial contains
di®erentials of u, and so in particular any constants are solutions. Notice
that v(x; s) = c
1¡0:5cs are degenerate solutions on (0;1)£ [0; 2c ) for c > 0.
We choose the second variation:












and put the variation constant:





Let us ¯x any positive constant V0 > 0.
Theorem 4.1. For any 0 < ² · 0:1V ¡10 , let v; u : (0;1)£ [0; T0) ! (0;1)
be C2 solutions to the quasi linear equations:
vs + ²vvx ¡ 1
2
v2 = 0; 2us + ²u(us + ux) = 0:
Suppose their variation constants V (u); V (v) are bounded by V0. Then




)§1 · 402²¡1(x+2s)+4([u : v]2²)2²
¡1(x+2s)+3
:








































N¡1)¡max(0; 0; V tN ; V tN). The
number of the components is M = 5£ 4 = 20, and its Lipschitz constant is
equal to 2.
We choose the scaling parameters by:






where we take a small ² > 0 so that the estimate ² · 0:1V ¡10 holds.
Let v : (0;1) £ [0; T0) ! (0;1) be a C2 function, and take the Taylor
expansions up to order 2:
v(x+i²; s+ j²) (104)







v2s + ijvxs)(»ij) (105)
´ v + i²vx + j²vs + ²2D2v(»ij): (106)
Let us insert the formal Taylor expansions:








where the leading term is given by:
F = ²2
2vs + 2²vvx ¡ v2
2(1 + ²v)
:
The error term is admissible, and let us calculate the error constant CF1 .
Notice the estimates jD2v(»ij)j · ( i2+j22 + jijj)jjvjj2(x; s), where jjvjj2(x; s) is
the second variation. Then the error term satis¯es the estimates:





D2v(»20)j) · 5²2jjvjj2(x; s):
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In particular the error constant is given by:
CF1 = 5:
4.A.3 Deformation and cancelation: Let us introduce a cancelation


















g is also an increasing function and is tropically equivalent to f . The number
of the components is 16, and the corresponding (max;+)-function has its
Lipschitz constant 2.
Let u : (0;1) £ [0; T0) ! (0;1) be a C2 function, and choose the same
scaling parameters, ²u(x; s) = ztN , N =
x
²
and t = s
²
. Then let us insert
the Taylor expansions of u up to order 2 into the di®erence as before. Then
the direct calculation shows that unlike to the previous case, u2 term is
eliminated, and the result is given by:








where the leading term is given by:
G = ²2
2us + ²uus + ²uux
2(1 + ²u)
:
In this deformation also, the error term is admissible, and satis¯es the esti-
mates:





D2u(´20)j) · 4²2jjujj2(x; s):
So the error constant is give by CG1 = 4.
Proof of theorem 4:1: Let u; v : (0;1)£ [0; T0)! (0;1) be C2 functions
which satisfy the equations vs + ²vvx ¡ 12v2 = 0 and 2us + ²u(us + ux) = 0.
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Suppose they have bounded variation constants V (u); V (v) · V0. Then





)§1 · (2M)8 c
²¡D(x+ks)+1¡1
c¡1 ([u : v](L+1)²)
c²
¡D(x+ks)+n
for any 0 < ² · (2CV0)¡1, where in this case D = max(p; q) = 1, C = 5,





)§1 · (40)2²¡1(x+2s)+4([u : v]2²)2²
¡1(x+2s)+3
hold. This completes the proof.
4.B Di®usion equations: Here we introduce a linear deformation of
elementary functions, and use it to compare between solutions to di®erent
di®usion equations.
Let F be a relative elementary and increasing function of one variable.
Here we consider the di®usion equations of the type:
us = u2x + F (u):
We take the third variation:















and put the variation constant:





4.B.2 Linear deformations: Let F be relative elementary and increas-

















N+4 + F (z
t
N)
where ®; ¯; °; ± > 0 are all positive rational numbers.
We choose the scaling parameters by
ztN = ²






; (l ¸ 0; m ¸ 1):
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For a C3 function u : (0;1) £ [0; T0) ! (0;1), let us take the Taylor
expansions as before:




















for 0 < p < 1. It is immediate to see that this does not contain uxs term. Let














where Higher terms consiste of linear combinations of three derivatives.
Next we eliminate ux term by adding ±z
t
N+4 for ± =
37
80
, and then ¯nally























l+3m Higher terms : (116)
Next if we choose constants as below, then one induces the following:
wt+1N+1 ¡ g(wt¡4N¡1; wt¡1N¡4; wtN ; wtN+4) (117)






















l+3m Higher terms : (119)
g and f above are mutually tropically equivalent. If one exchanges the role
of variables and regards x as the time parameter, then the ¯rst term of the
right hand side equation gives the advection-di®usion equation.
Proposition 4.2. Let us ¯x V0 > 0 and choose any 0 < ² · (200V0)¡1. Let















Suppose their variation constants satisfy the bounds V (u); V (v) · V0.





)§1 · 1048(²¡2(x+4s)+1)[u : v]5²:








































Let us choose m = 1. Then the estimates in corollary 3:4 and lemma 3:2




)§1 · (2M)8 c
²¡D(x+ks)+1¡1




For the corresponding (max;+)-functions, their Lipschitz constants are both
c = 1, and the numbers of the components are bounded roughly by M · 106
2
.
For both cases, the error terms are the Higher terms above, consisted by
the linear combinations of the three derivatives. So the error constants are
roughly bounded by 1
6
£ 8 £ 43 · 102. k = 4, D = max(p; q) = 2 and




)§1 · 1048(²¡2(x+4s)+1)[u : v]5²
hold. This completes the proof.
4.B.3 Non deforming: Let us consider the non linear di®usion equa-
tions:
us = u2x + u
a; 1 < a 2 Q:
In order to estimate its asymptotics, one considers v : (0;1)£ [0; T0)!
(0;1), which is a C3 solution to the equation vs = va. For the initial value
c > 0, this is easily solved as:
v(s) =
c
(1¡ ca¡1(a¡ 1)s)(a¡1)¡1 :
43
The blowing up time is S0 =
1







®2(1¡c®¡1®¡1s)®+3 , where ® = (a ¡ 1)¡1. Thus for 0 · s · s0 < S0, the






Conversely for any V (0) · V0 < 1, there are unique s0 < S0 so that the
equality V0 = V (s0) holds.
Theorem 4.3. Let us ¯x any V0 = V (s0). For any 1 < a 2 Q and T0 · s0,
let u : (0;1)£ [0; T0)! (0;1) be C3 solutions to the di®usion equations:
us ¡ u2x = ua:
Suppose their variation constants V (u) are bounded by V0. Then for any










Proof: In 4:B:2, let us choose the rescaling parameters m = 1 and l 2 Q
so that the equality l + 2m = la holds. In order to induce the above non
linear di®usion equations from discrete dynamics, we add non linear term.
Let ~u : (0;1) £ [0; T0) ! (0;1) be a C3 function, and consider the
discrete dynamics:
zt+1N+1 ¡ f(zt¡4N¡1; zt¡1N¡4; ztN ; ztN+4) (122)
























~ua) + ²l+3 Higher terms: (124)
For the corresponding (max;+)-function to f , the Lipschitz constant is
a > 1, and the number of the components are bounded roughly by 1
2
105. The
error constant is again roughly bounded by 102, k = 4, D = 2 and L = 4.
Suppose ~u satis¯es the equation 7
5
~us ¡ 19340 ~u2x ¡ 75 ~ua = 0 which admits
bounded variation constants V (~u) · ~V . Then by corollary 3:4 and lemma


















· 1, and put the variation constants of u by V (u). Notice that if
us¡u2x¡ua = 0 holds, then ~u satis¯es the equation 75 ~us¡ 19340 ~u2x¡ 75 ~ua = 0.
Their variation constants satisfy the estimates V (~u) · V (u). Thus the










This completes the proof.







4.B.4 Inhomogeneous non linear equations: The above method does
not work for di®usion equations with inhomogeneous non linear terms. In
order to treat such cases, we use tropical deformations for relative elementary
functions. Here we treat di®usion equations of the form:
us ¡ u2x ¡ ua ¡ ±ub = 0; (1 < a < b; 0 < ± << 1):
Here we cover the equations of the types:
(a; b) = (1 + ®¡1; 1 + 2®¡1); 0:5 · ® · 1:
Let ¹ = p
q
2 Q>0 be positive rational numbers, where p; q 2 N are
relatively prime numbers. We put c¹ ´ pq 2 Z>0 and call them as the
number of the components for ¹.



















Let us ¯x any V0 = V (s0) ¸ V (0).
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Theorem 4.4. For any 0 < T0 · s0 and any 0 < ² · (200V0)¡1, let
u : (0;1)£ [0; T0)! (0;1) be C3 solutions to the the di®usion equations:
us ¡ u2x = ua + ±ub:
Suppose their variation constants V (u) are bounded by V0. Then u satis-







b¡1 ([u : v]5²)
b²
¡2(2x+4s)+4
where M¹ = max(2£ 103c2¹; 3£ 104).
Proof: Firstly let us consider the tropical deformation:

















































l+3m Higher terms. (132)
Since ¹ · 1
3
hold, the number of the components for g is bounded by
75 £ 25c2¹ · 2 £ 103c2¹. The corresponding Lipschitz constant is b. D =
max(p; q) = 2m and L = 4. The error constants are bounded by 3£8
25£6 £ 43 ·
11.
Sublemma 4.5. For (a; b) = (1+®¡1; 1+2®¡1), 0:5 · ® · 1, one can choose
l 2 Q and m = 1 so that both the equalities l + 2m = al and (b ¡ a)l = 2m
hold.
Proof: By the condition, m = b¡a
2
l must hold. By inserting into the ¯rst
condition, one obtains the equality 1 + (b¡ a) = a, which certainly hold for
the above pairs (a; b). This completes the proof.












²2v2s ¡ va ¡ ¹²2vb):
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Sublemma 4.6. Moreover let us put ¹ = ®+1
9®












²2v2s ¡ va ¡ ¹²2vb = 0:






²2mv2s)¡ ²alva¡¹²blvb+ ²l(a1²mvx+ a2²3mvxs¡ a3²2mv2x) = 0.












As before for any V (0) · V0 < 1, there are unique s0 < S0 so that the
equality V0 = V (s0) holds.
For 0 < T0 · s0, let ~u : (0;1) £ [0; T0) ! (0;1) be C3 functions, and
consider the discrete dynamics:
zt+1N+1 ¡ f(zt¡4N¡1; zt¡1N¡4; ztN ; ztN+4) (133)






























²2~ub) + ²l+3 Higher terms : (135)
f and g above are mutually tropically equivalent.
For the corresponding (max;+)-function to f , the Lipschitz constant is
b > 1, and the number of the components are bounded roughly by 3 £ 104.
The error constant is roughly bounded by 102. k = 4, D = 2 and L = 4.
Suppose ~u satis¯es the equation 7
5
~us¡ 19340 ~u2x¡ 75 ~ua¡ 75±~ub = 0, and admits
bounded variation constants V (~u) · ~V .
Now let us put M¹ = max(2£ 103c2¹; 3£ 104). Then by corollary 3:4 and











The rest of the proof is the same as theorem 4:3 just by changing the






. Then for the variation
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This completes the proof.
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